Accountability
Anti-Corruption Agencies, of, 96
Auditor-General, of, 76
horizontal, 24, 33
information, and right to, 236, 240
judges, of, 33
lack of, 2
public office holders, of, 23, 307
public service, in, 181
vertical, failure of, 24
“virtuous circle”, concept of a, 33

Accountability
Accounting. See also Audit
disciplinary measures in profession, 136
financial information, provision of, 225
Fiscal Transparency, IMF Code on, 232
functions of system, 225
Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS), as sub-system of, 225
resources, control over government, 229
Standards, International, 225

Administration of Justice
Anti-Corruption Agencies answerable to courts, 96
assignment of cases, 65, 70
Attorney-General, role of, 71
budget for courts, 69
Chief Law Officer, 66, 71
Codes of Conduct for judicial officers, 311
corrupt practices, 66, 69
delays in, 70
Global Forum on Fighting Corruption, 325
independence of, accountability, and, 33
UN draft Declaration, 326, 327
judges. See Judicial Review
Ombudsman, relationship of, with, 84
perverting the course of justice, 66
reforms in, 65, 70

Administrative Law
abuse of power, 173
bias, 173
checklist for decision-makers, 174
considerations in making a decision, 174
Constitutional Court to deal with, 169
council of Europe Resolution on protection of individual, 104
delay in deciding, unreasonable, 172
discretionary powers, exercise of, 170, 171
Council of Europe Recommendation, 325
due treatment, right to, 170, 325
implementation of principles, 172
information, access to, 171
judicial review. See Judicial Review
Lusaka Statement, 171, 325
meaning of, 169
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 174
principles of good public administration, 170
private law and public law functions, 170
procedural imprropriety, 172
reasons for administrative action, right to, 170, 171, 173
remedies for person affected, details of, 171, right to be heard, 171, 172

Advertising
political,
election campaign, in, 167
internet, problems on the, 120n

Africa
corruption, GCA principles to combat, 320
integrity pledges, 331
local government reforms, 327
Parliaments, Code of Conduct for African, 313
Southern and Eastern African NGOs, pledge by, 331

Americas. See also United States
OAS Inter-American Convention Against Corruption, 158, 325, 329
Summit of the Americas, Plan of Action of, 11

Amnesty
arrangements for, 283
draft law providing for, 284
exceptions to, 283
Hong Kong amnesty provision, 100, 283
need for, for past offences, 12, 281, 297
“truth and reconciliation” process, or, 282, 283

Anti-Corruption Agencies
accountability to legislature and courts, 96
appointment procedure, 97, 103
Botswana, Directorate on Corruption and Economic Crime in, 308
checks and balances, system of, 98
cartels, 103
conflicts of interest, 97
Director of Public Prosecutions, relationship with, 99
Director of Public Prosecutions, relationship with, 99
failures, reasons for, 95, 104
financing of, 96
foreign companies, exclusion of, for bribery, 102
freezing of assets by, 101
funding of, 96
immunity, procedure where official enjoys, 98
independence of, 95, 97
Independent Commissions Against Corruption, Australia, in, 307, 308
duties of, 308
directors of, 308
Ombudsman, relationship with, 87, 95
survey, findings of, 13
informants, protection of, 101
information, access to, 100
Inspector-General in Uganda, 308
integration of, 97
Kenya, Authority in, 320
location of, 96
Malaysia, Agency in, 320
Ministers, role of, 98
monitoring of assets of public decision-makers, 101
Ombudsman as, 95
oversight committees to monitor, 104
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 104
politicising, whether oversight role for, 98
President, powers of, 96, 97
President, powers of, 96, 97
prevention measures by, 95, 99
problems facing, 103
procurement contract, commission to local agents in, 102
public hearings, 103
public participation of, 99, 103
recommendations of, to public department, 99
requirements for effective, 96
retrospective, whether investigations, 100, 282, 283
Singapore, Corrupt Practices, Investigation
Bureau in, 308
suspension, powers of, 98
tax returns, inspection of, 102
Thailand, National Counter Corruption Commission in, 308
travel documents, power to seize, 101
truth and reconciliation” process, 282, 283
watchdog agencies, risks for leaders of, 43

Asian Development Bank
Procurement under ADB Loans, Guidelines for, 332
Corruption, Policy Against (1998), 323

Assets
civil law, enforcement of, against illicit, 276
corruption, and, 276
confidence of public in, 97
corruption, GCA principles to combat, 320
Independent Commissions Against Corruption, Australia, in, 307, 308
duties of, 308
Directors of Public Prosecutions, relationship with, 97, 103
Ombudsman, relationship with, 87, 95
informants, protection of, 101
information, access to, 100
Inspector-General in Uganda, 308
integration of, 97
Kenya, Authority in, 320
Ministers, role of, 98
monitoring of assets of public decision-makers, 101
Ombudsman as, 95
oversight committees to monitor, 104
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 104
politicising, whether oversight role for, 98
President, powers of, 96, 97
President, powers of, 96, 97
prevention measures by, 95, 99
problems facing, 103
procurement contract, commission to local agents in, 102
public hearings, 103
public participation of, 99, 103
recommendations of, to public department, 99
requirements for effective, 96
retrospective, whether investigations, 100, 282, 283

Attorney-General
Australia, Queensland, for, 309
court, role of, 72
Director of Public Prosecutions, relationship with, 72, 309
independence counsel, appointment of, 332

Audit. See also Accounting
assets tracking system, 82
auditing standards, government, 309
Supreme Auditing Institutions, of, 82, 309
judges, professional, disciplinary measures, 136
peer review, 309
responsibilities of, 81, 228
efficiency audits, 80
financial management, facilitated by good, 223
independent audit, 228, 309
internal management control, development of, 82, 228
development of, 228
national body, 232
private sector, contracting out to, 77
conflict of interest, danger of, 78
procurement, of public, 220
state and parastatal institutions, financial accounts of, 78, 82
Supreme Audit Institutions, auditing standards, 82, 309
Declaration of Guidelines on Auditing Precepts by INTOSAI, 309
management of, 82
recommendations as to, 81
staff of, 82
trails, audit, 223
white collar crime, annual audit to disclose, 221
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Auditor-General
accountability of, 76, 98
accountants and auditors responsible to, 80
agencies, relationship with other government, 80
appointment of, 75, 76, 82
budget, report on, 62
checklist for, 81
contracting out, 77
effectiveness of, 79
enforcement, powers of, 80
Executive, relationship with, 76
functions of, 75
funding of Office of, 79, 82
information to, from financial management system, 223
integrity pillar, Office as, 82
Internet, use of to publish reports, 245
investigators, work of independent, 80

Bribery

corrupt practices under, 19
staff of Office of, 79
responsibilities of Office of, 75, 82
removal of, 76, 78, 298
Parliamentary Committee to advise on audit
outside assistance for, 79
investigators, work of independent, 80
Internet, use of to publish reports, 245
integrity pillar, Office as, 82
information to, from financial management system, 223

Banks.

See also Money Laundering
bribery of officials, 140
competition policy, lack of, 264
development. See Development
Cooperation
fraud, non-reporting of, 138
“Know Your Customer”, 156
money laundering, 156
“non-performing loans”, 265
off shore banking centres, money laundering in, 155
“real names”, accounts in, 52, 333
secrecy, banking, 155, 324
Supervision, Basle Committee on Banking, 309

Blacklisting of corrupt suppliers. See also Procurement
judicial process, by, 278

Bribery
access to scarce benefit or avoidance of cost, 16
Anti-Bribery League, 28
Anti Bribery Pacts, 135, 144, 147
model law to implement 332
public procurement, where, 215
Bribery Payers Index, survey of, 289
Bribe Payers Index, survey of, 289
categories of bribes, 16
“commissions” to local agents, 215. See also Commissions
consequences of accepting bribes, 16
conspiracy to commit offence abroad, 160
contracts, commission on major government or parastatal, 141
unenforceable, 18
Council of Europe Recommendation on combating, 319
criminal law, 320
delays, does not prevent, 32
discretion, exercise of bureaucratic, 16, 17
distributorships, licences and franchises, for, 140
extraterritorial, criminal law on, 160
financial industry, in, 140
foreign companies, exclusion of 102
foreign officials, of,

Fraud, 138
“Know Your Customer”, 156
non-reporting of, 138

Fiscal Transparency, IMF Code on, 333
Fiscal Transparency, IMF Code on, 32, 231, 324
open preparation, execution and reporting, 231
Parliamentary approval of, 57
requirements for, 62
information on, access to, 242
public sector, 226
review and control, budgetary, prevents corruption, 228

Censorship. See also Media; Press
Charter for a Free Press, 125
media, of, by politicians, 120

Citizen’s Advice Centres
advice and leaflets by, 250
functions of, 250
policies of, 249
servicing telephone “hotlines”, 252

Citizen’s Charter
complaints, making of, 248, 249
elements of, 248
information, provision of, 248
performance, monitoring of public sector, 249
public service delivery, principles of, 249
purpose of, 112, 248, 296
United Kingdom, 309

Civil Law
advantages of, in combating corruption, 275
blacklisting of businesses, by courts, 278
bribes, recovery of, by action by state 276
burden of proof, 275

corruption, public official, claim where, 277
“qui tam” actions, for claimant in, 281
Council of Europe Convention against Corruption, 159, 277, 320, 323
effectiveness of, assessing, 285
enforcement of, against illicit property, 276, 280
False Claims Act, actions by individuals under, 281
interdict or attachment order to stop loss of assets, 280
private claim against corrupt public officials, 277
“qui tam” actions, 280
Special Tribunal to recover state assets, 278, 280
state, liability of, for actions of corrupt official, 277, 278

Civil Service. See Public Service

Civil Society
consumer rights and competition policy, 259
corruption, role in combating, 133
corruption in, 133
emerging democracies, and, 131
government, relationship with, 131, 134
waning power of, 129

growth in civil society organisations, 132
interest groups, 130
international, impact of, 129
involvement of, need for, 28, 298
legitimacy of, 132
local government, changes to, by, 117
meaning of, 130
origins of, 131
oversight boards, ad hoc, participation on, 134
private sector, role of, in, 132, 137
Transparency International, strategy to involve, 134

Code of Conduct. See also Ethics
African Parliaments, for, 313
communication of, 150
corruption, 159, 277, 320, 323
companies, by, on bribery, 143, 147
drafting of, and interpretation, 181, 182
effectiveness of corporate, 148
elections, for, 167
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 310
European Union Commissioners, for, 310
implementation of, lack of, 149
international standards, reference to 150
judges, for, 69, 311
law enforcement officials, for, 326, 334
legal profession, for, 313
lobbyists, for, 187
local government councillors and staff, for, 117, 318
medical products, on research and manufacture of, 312
monitoring of, 150
multinational enterprises, OECD guidelines for, 312
NGOs, for, 133
Nolan Committee (UK), by, 23, 318
OECD survey of codes, 150
Parliament, for, 93
Parliament, for Members of South African, 56, 317
Parliament, for South African, 56
Persors in Positions of Responsibility, for, 317
private sector, for business conduct in, 139, 313
public bodies, for board members of, 317
public office holders, for, 314-318
private sector, for business conduct in, 139,
public service, for, 176, 181, 314-316
information, on disclosure of, 241
publicity for, 182
requirements for effective, 182
surveys of corporate, 148
United Nations, by, for public officials, 318, 335

Commissions. See also Bribery
contracts, on government or parastatal, 102, 141
local agent, paid to, 102, 215, 301
secret, criminal law on, 271, 321
imports, on price verification and inspection of, 141
private sector, in, 139

Commonwealth
international position, abuse of, 138
Lusaka Statement on administrative law, 171, 325
Opposition, role of, 331

policy,
media ownership, in, 120, 121
"parallel importations", 266
dominant position, abuse of, 138
Commissions, work of, 264
"best practice" by, 147
Code of Conduct for, 143, 147, 311-313
effectiveness of, 148
criminal offences by, 159, 271,
local government policies on, 199
meaning of, 195
executive, for members of, 60, 62
judges, for, 198
laws on, 195, 202
local government policies on, 199
meaning of, 195
Parliament, for Members of, 52, 58
performance indicators, as integrity "tool", 204
public office holders, for, 184, 187, 315, 319
public officials in post separation agreement, 210, 201, 315, 319
records of decision-making, 197
strategies to avoid, 197
Transparency International, policy for, 313

Compensation
corrupt public official, claim against, for, 276, 277

Competition
Commissions, work of, 264
dominant position, abuse of, 138
"grey imports", 266
"parallel importations", 266
media ownership, in, 120, 121
politics
banking system, regulation of, 264
cartels, formation of, 260, 261, 263
consumer rights, defence of, 259
developing countries, in, 262
financial institutions, regulation of, 264
intellectual property, protection of, 260, 265
meaning of, 260
objectives of, 260
performance indicators, as integrity "tool", 268
State, role of, 251
procurement process, in, 208
pyramid selling, 261, 265
regulators, independent, 263

Complaints
administration, concerning public, 83
Citizen's Advice Centres, assistance by, with, 256
Citizen's Charter, use of procedure in, 248, 249
complainants, requirements and rights of, 256
designing system for, 256
donor agencies, to, of corruption, 162
default to resolve, 258
integrity tool, opportunity to complain as, 258
internal grievance procedures for employees, 256
media, use of, by public, to air, 247
monitoring of, 257
Ombudsman, to, 83
criteria for accepting jurisdiction, 86
public education and accessibility, 90
police, against, 190
Press Council, to, 123
public service, 111
Public Service Commission, to, 106
remedies, 257
system, effective complaints handling, 256
requirements for, 257
telephone hotlines, use of, 162, 252
World Bank Ombudsman, to, 92

Computers
audit, computer assisted, 229
crime, computer-based, 271
Internet. See Internet
occupational fraud and abuse and use of, 139

Conflict of Interest. See also Cronyism;
Nepotism
Auditor-General, contracting out work of, to private sector, 78
checklist in assessing whether, 195, 196
declaration of private interest by public office holders, 23
disclosure of, consequences of, 196
examples of situations, 195
Executive, for members of, 60, 62
judges, for, 198
laws on, 195, 202
local government policies on, 199
meaning of, 195
Parliament, for Members of, 52, 58
performance indicators, as integrity "tool", 204
public office holders, for, 184, 187, 315, 319
public officials in post separation agreement, 210, 201, 315, 319
records of decision-making, 197
strategies to avoid, 197
Transparency International, policy for, 313

Contract
export credit insurance guarantees where tainted, 161
monitoring performance of, by civil society, 291
termination of, for false information by contractor, 218
unenforceable if corruptly obtained, 276

Conventions see also International Legal Assistance
(Council of Europe) Civil Law Convention on Corruption (1999), 159, 277n, 320, 323
(Council of Europe) Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime (1990), 319, 322
(Council of Europe) Criminal Law Convention on Corruption (1998), 159, 320, 323
(Council of Europe) Group of States Against Corruption (GRECO) (1998), 159
EU-ACP Agreement (2000), 162-163
International Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (Paris Convention) (1881), 265n
International Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Berne Convention) (1971), 265, 266
International Covenant on Civil Rights and Political Rights (1976), 122
(OAS) Inter-American Convention Against Corruption (1996), 158, 273, 274, 323, 329
(OECD) Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions (1997), 11, 142, 159-161, 323, 329
UN Convention Against Illicit Trafficking in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, (1988), 158

Corruption
amnesty for. See Amnesty
“active” and “passive”, 272n
administrative measures to combat, 270
business practice, as justified, 137, 295n
causes of, 2
confiscation of benefits from, 333
consequences of, 3, 31
costs of, 6, 31, 148
culture, as part of the, 8, 12
definition of, 2
disadvantages of, 6, 31
facilitation payments, 143
“grand”, 32
international transactions, in, 143
private sector, involving, 139, 143
"grease payments", 143
Independent Commission against. See Anti-Corruption Agencies
investment of. See Investigation
laws for prevention of, 269
legal sanctions, effective, 269
Lima Declaration at international conference on, 325
measuring, benefits of, 287
past practices, dealing with, 281
personal perceptions of corrupt conduct, 13
petty, international transactions, in, 143
private sector, involving, 139, 143
political will to fight, 63. See also Political Will
progress report on measures to combat, 295
reform proposals. See Reforms
sanctions and penalties, 181
secrecy of, 287

Council of Europe
Administrative Authorities, Recommendation Concerning the Exercise of Discretionary Powers (1980), 325
Administrative Authorities, Resolution on the Protection of the Individual in Relation to the Acts of (1977), 326
Corruption, Civil Law Convention Against (1999), 159, 277n, 320, 323
Corruption, Criminal Law Convention Against (1998), 159, 320, 323
Corruption, GRECO Group of States Against (1998), 159
Corruption, Guidelines for Fight Against (1997), 319
Criminal Proceeds, Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of, 319, 322
International Business Transactions, Combating Bribery in, Recommendation of the Council (1997), 319

Criminal Law
accomplice, pardon to, or immunity from prosecution, 273
bribery. See Bribery
companies, criminal offences by, 271, 159
corporate crime, 271
conspiracy to commit offence abroad, 160
corruption, on, 271, 284, 320-321
Council of Europe Convention, 159, 320, 323
criminal proceedings. See Criminal Proceedings
Council of Europe Convention on, 319, 322
criminal proceedings, drug trafficking proceeds, seizure and forfeiture of, 272
due diligence, concept of, 145
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effectiveness of laws, 272, 284
employees, criminal responsibility of companies for, 145
entertainment and agent provocateur rules, 193
extortion. See Extortion
extraterritorial jurisdiction, 160
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 142n, 146, 160, 211, 302, 321
human rights standards, laws to conform with, 270
illicit enrichment, burden of proof and credible explanations, 274
evidence of, 271, 273
offence of, 274n, 301
international mutual assistance in criminal matters, 324
investigators, independence of, 71
limitation periods, 270, 271
Members of Legislature, convictions of, 55, 58
new laws, requirements for, 274, 300
organised crime in transition economies, 19
penalties, excessive or discriminatory, 271
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 284
procurement, exclusion of convicted contractors from public, 214n, 216
prosecution. See Prosecution
Sentencing Guidelines, Federal, 145
United Nation Declaration on Crime and Public Security, 334
victims of crime, justice for, 334

Cronyism. See also Nepotism
appointments, in making, 199
meaning of, 198
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 204
strategies to avoid, 199

Customs
Declaration of World Customs Organization, 321
frauds, 293

Debt Management
financial management, as sub-system in, 227

Declaration of Assets. See also Assets
advantages of, 188
Election Commission officials, of, 167
European Union Commissioners, by, 189
Executive, by members of, 62, 328
extent and frequency of disclosure, 188
false declaration, 102, 190
judges, by, 69
leaders, by public, 317
local government officials, by, 117
ombudsman, monitoring by, 87
Parliament, Members of, 315, 328
political parties and candidates, by, 167
public officers, of, 328
public disclosure, whether, 189

Defamation
judiciary, role in suppressing information, 244
libel laws, free media, and, 127, 128
individuals, treatment of private, and public office holders, 244
members of Legislature immune from, 54

Democracy
accountability, horizontal, 24, 33
vertical, 24
emerging democracies, civil society, role of, 131
judiciary, role of, 63
problems for, 2, 19
Parliament, and elected, 47

Developing Countries. See also Transition Economies
accountability, horizontal, 33
banking system, 265
competition policy in, 262
economic development cooperation, 265
emerging democracies. See Democracy
integration testing in, 192
intellectual property, protection for, 265
media, understanding of, 121
nepotism in, 177
public officials, private sector activities of, 177
public service in, 175, 177

Development Cooperation
Asian Development Bank, 323, 332
donor agencies, role of, in preventing corruption, 162
emergency humanitarian aid, corrupt practices where, 163
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 310, 311
European Union and African, Caribbean and Pacific States, agreement between, 162
procurement codes supported by multilateral development agencies, 212
World Bank. See World Bank

Drugs
drug regulation, transparency and accountability in, 333
intellectual property, protection of, 265

Elections
administration, ethical and professional, 322
advertising, 167
assets and liabilities, declaration of, by parties and candidates, 167
ballot papers and ballot boxes, 166
campaign financing in, 166, 167
candidates, declarations of assets of, 167
code of conduct for, 167
Commonwealth good electoral practice, 321
corrupt practices in conduct of, 166, 322
donations, anonymous, 168
limits on, 167
education of the public, need for, 165
Electoral Commission, appointment of Commissioners, 165, 168
functions of, 165
independent, need for, 165, 168
party congresses, function as to elections in, 50
expenditure, declaration of, 168
financing of candidates, 166
media, access to, by parties, 168
observers, ethical and professional code of conduct for, 322
local and international, 167, 168, 321
party agents as, 166
performance indicators as integrity “tool”, 168
pol results, 166
proportional representation, 48n, 55
transparency in, 166, 168
vacant seat where defection, by-election for, 55

Ethics. See also Code of Conduct
Canada,
Commissioners in, 186
Federal Ethics Council’s Office, 187
code of, anti-corruption clause in, 144, 147
effectiveness of corporate, 149
Interfaith Declaration on business for Christians, Muslims and Jews, 312
legal profession, for, 327
private sector business, in, 139, 311
staff involvement in, 296
decline in, 2
Dilemma Training Device to deal with ethical problems, 146
diligence, obligation of, 185
ethical companies in a corrupt culture, 146
ethical standards, advantages of adhering to high, 148
employees of Executive branch, for, 182
management policies and practices, 180
managers, for, 180
political leaders, of, 179
officials, for, 184, 185
public servants, for, 178
training and advice, 178, 183
ethics management system for public service, 176, 177
lobbyists, code of conduct and registration of, 187
medical, for health personnel where detention and torture, 313, 334
national integrity system, supporting, 193
Office of Government Ethics (US), 182
Parliament, Federal (Australia), Members of, and, Ministers, ethical principles for, 314
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 193
principles of, 184
programmes, business ethics, 149
public life, ethical environment for, 23, 175
public service, in, 179
Queensland, legislation in, 183

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
business standards and practices, guidelines on, 311
Code of Conduct for, 310

European Union
ACP countries, new aid agreement with, 163 “blacklisting”, provided for, 214n
budget fraud in, 8
Commissioners
Code of Conduct for, 189, 310
disclosures of assets by, 189
corruption, of European Parliament, 92
development agencies, role of, in preventing corruption, 162
Corruption, A Union Policy Against (1997), 322
money-laundering, action against, 156
nepotism in Commission, 197
ombudsman for European Parliament, 92
public office, Wise Men’s Report on standards in (1999), 310
Supreme Audit Institutions, recommendations for accession countries, 81

Evidence
burden of proof, reversing where unexplained wealth, 271, 274
circumstantial, 273
co-defendant or accomplice, by, 273
discovery, disclosure of information at, 242
disclosure of information after, 242
disclosure of information at, 242
integrity test, obtained by, 273
journalists, protection of sources by, 242, 243
privilege where confidential information, 242
reforms in, 300
self-incrimination, privilege against, 271, 279
Special Investigating Unit, to, 279

Executive. See also Government
Anti-Corruption Agencies, powers over, 96, 97
Auditor-General, relationship of, with, 76
budget, responsibility for, 62
civil servants, relationship with, 60
duties of, 59
judiciary, relationship with the, 60
leadership role of, 59
Legislature, and,
Financial Management
Extradition

Corruption, prevention and identification of, computers, use of, 229
accounting system, 225
decentralisation of authority and accountability, debt management, 227
International Financial Institutions (IFIs), financial institutions, regulation of, and suspects, of, where INTERPOL Red Notices, corruption offences, for, 158
ICC rules of conduct to combat, 147, 312
ICC Recommendation, 331
crime of, 18

President,

performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 62
members of,

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

See also Financial Management
Asian Development Bank. See Asian Development Bank
Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision (1977), 309
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. See European Bank for Reconstruction and Development financial institutions, regulation of, and competition, 264
International Financial Institutions (IFIs), fiduciary duties of, 39n
financial management systems, assistance in reform of, 233
loan repayment, role in, 39n
procurement procedures on projects, 207
support for improved financial management, 233
in Latin America, 234
International Monetary Fund. See International Monetary Fund
money laundering. See Money Laundering
“real names”, accounts in, 52, 333
World Bank. See World Bank

Financial Management
accounting system, 225
audit trails, 223
budgeting, 226
cash management, 222, 227
cash flow “surprises”, 228
single Treasury bank account, 227, 229
computers, use of, 229
corruption, prevention and identification of, 223
credit management, 227
debt management, 227
deutralisation of authority and accountability, 229
expenditure, abuses involving, 223
Fiscal Transparency. IMF Code on, 230, 324
information, access to. See Information investigation by independent prosecutor, 73
lobbyists, Code of Conduct and registration of, 187
Ministers,

Anti-Corruption Agencies, relationship of, and, 98
assets, monitoring of, 187-189, 328
civil servants, relationship with, 53
Code of Conduct for, 59
code of ethics, 317, 318
discretionary powers, sale of, 14
duties of, 105
ethical principles for, draft, 314
gifts to, 61
post-retirement employment of, by private sector, 211
public service, relationship with, 53, 60, 105, 107
sub-systems of, component, 224, 225
integrated systems, need for, 223
integrity pillar, system as, 234
internal controls, value of, 230
International Financing Institutions (IFIs), assistance by, with reforms, 233
leadership, need for professional, 223
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 234
reports, transparency in financial, 229
responsibilities of, 222
World Bank, assistance by, in reforms, 233

Foreign Direct Investment. See Investment

Fraud
banks, not reported by, 138
commissions, secret. See Commissions
employees, by, 139
European Union budget, against, 8
False Claims Act, liability under, 281
financial management, good, to combat, 221
private sector, in, 140
“ghost” beneficiaries and institutions, 15
Internet, 141
prevention and detection of, 140, 149
procurement, in, 140
pyramid schemes, 261, 265

Gifts
advantages, acceptance of, 315
cultural practice of giving and receiving, 9
Ministers, to, 61
Ombudsman, to, 93
policy for company, 147
private sector, in, 147
purchasing officers, to, where public procurement, 210
register for, 62, 118

Globalisation
intellectual property and, 265

Governance
good, for all countries, 10
IMF, role of, in governance issues, 323

Government. See also Executive
accounting standards, 226
activities vulnerable to corruption, 14
Attorney-General, advice by, to, 71, 72
budget. See Budget
cash management, 222, 227
Citizen’s Charter. See Citizen’s Charter
civil society, relationship with, 129, 131, 134
corruption in German federal, preventing, 315
failure to remedy corruption, causes of, 21
financial management, need for good, 221
fiscal policy, 230, 239
Fiscal Transparency. IMF Code on, 230, 324
information, access to. See Information investigation by independent prosecutor, 73
Ministers,

Anti-Corruption Agencies, relationship of, and, 98
assets, monitoring of, 187-189, 328
civil servants, relationship with, 53
Code of Conduct for, 59
code of ethics, 317, 318
discretionary powers, sale of, 14
duties of, 105
ethical principles for, draft, 314
gifts to, 61
post-retirement employment of, by private sector, 211
public service, relationship with, 53, 60, 105, 107
misconduct by, investigation of, by Ombudsman, 85
neposism in, 199
Office of Government Ethics, 182
programmes, abolition or reform of public, 27
public, information to, on rights, 247, 258
records, access to, 237, 245
management of, 245, 246
recruitment, transparency in, 333

Hospitality
acceptance of entertainment, 315
public service officials, to, 106
purchasing officers, to, 210
register of, 62, 118

Immunities and Privileges
duration of office, limited to, 62
high officials, investigation of, 73n
investigation agency, reports to Parliament, by, 98
judges, for, 61, 68
Parliament, for Members of, 61, 322
review of, 301

Imports
inspection and verification of, secret commissions relating to, 141

Independent Commission Against Corruption. See Anti-Corruption Agencies

Indicators of Performance
integrity “pillars”, as anti-corruption agencies, 104
Auditor General, 82
civil society, 164
Civil Service, 182
Executive, 62
Judiciary, 73
Legislature, 58
local government, 118
media, 128
Ombudsman, 94
private sector, 151
public service, 113
integrity “tools”, as administrative law, 174
civil law, 284
competition policy, 268
criminal law, 284
cronyism rules, 204
elections, 168
financial management, 234
information, right to, 246
nepotism rules, 204
public “voice”, 258
public procurement, 220
public service ethics, 193
records management, public, 246

Information access to
Acts permitting, 305-307
administrative act, before, 171
Anti-Corruption Agencies, by, 100
appeal against refusal, 239
copies of documents, requests for, 239
correction of personal records, 305-307
effectiveness of, 246
exempt categories, 237, 238, 305-307
importance of, 119, 298
local government information, 237
obligation to facilitate, 237
Ombudsman, appeal to, where refusal, 87, 240

Index by Subject
personal information, privacy of, 240
records of government activities, 237, 245
review, right of, 236, 239
archive, national, 246
Citizen's Advice Centres, from, 250
Citizen's Charter, disclosure in, 248
Confidential, civil servants, disclosure by, 111
competitors obtaining technical or commercial data, 140
former public officials, improper use by, 211, 201
possession of, 242
privilege not to disclose, 242
definition of, 238
ethics, on, by Office of Government Ethics, 183
false, rescision of contract if, 218
financial data base, single, 224
financial, need for better, 223
fiscal policy, on government, 231
freedom of,
advantages of, 235
companies, applicable to state-owned, 237
costs of providing, 238
internationally, information available, 238
Internet, use of, 244
legislation, need for, 236
media, disclosure to, 241
public service, no obligation on, to provide, 241
records, management of, 245, 246, 299
secret, culture of, 235, 240

government, organisations, on quality of, by Ombudsman, 87
inquiries, disclosure of, 101
inside, provision of, 17
journalists, protection of sources by, 126, 242,
national security, interests of, 123
Official Secrets legislation, 122
performing indicators, as integrity "tool", 164
Public Interest Disclosure Act (UK), 253
performance indicators, as integrity "tool", 174
Public Interest Disclosure Act (UK), 253n, 253-256, 336
public, to, on rights, 247, 258
right to, 235

Insurance
export credit insurance guarantees where tainted contract, 161

Integrity
Commission, 328
internal integrity management standard for private sector, 148
"Islands of Integrity", 135, 301
National Integrity System. See National Integrity System
networks, 135
Pact. See Integrity Pact
pledges, 39, 331
public service, in, in Queensland, 184
system, reasons for, 11
testing. See Integrity Tests

Integrity Pact. See also Bribery
concept of, 144, 215
procurement, in public, 135, 144, 147, 215
Seoul City, 216

Integrity Tests
deterrence value of, 192
evidence obtained by, 273
financial institutions, in, 157
judges, 192
New York City local government in, 190
police officers, of, 190
procurement contracts, international

government, 192
purpose of, 190
random and targeted, 191

Intelectual Property
developing countries, in, 266
globalisation and, 265
protection for owners of, 261, 265
trade marks, 265

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
Exortion, Rules of Conduct to Combat, 147, 312
Exortion and Bribery, Recommendations on, 331
Money Laundering, Guide on Prevention of, 328

International Financial Institutions (IFIs).
See Finance

International Legal Assistance
bribery of foreign public officials, OECD Convention on, 160
Central Authority, 155
Commonwealth scheme, 158
conditions of assistance, 54
performance indicators, as integrity "tool", 164

International Monetary Fund
aid, conditions for, 45
fiscal transparency, code of good practices on, 230, 324
governance issues, role in, 323

Internet. See also Computers
access to information through, 244
advantages of, 301
fraud, precautions to prevent, 141
information and aid on, 252, 258, 301
political advertising on, 120
pornography and organised crime, use for, 245
procurement information, access to, 213, 301
South America, assistance and information in, 253

INTOSAI
auditing standards of, 81

Investigation
Anti-Corruption Agencies, by, 103
commission of inquiry, 73
complaints, of, system for, 256
independent investigators, 71
independent or special prosecutor, by, 73, 332
Ombudsman, by, 85
Public Service Commission, by, 106
Public service, of misconduct in, 181
retropective, whether, 100, 282, 283
Special Investigating Units in South Africa, 278, 310
undercover, 192

Investment
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), deterrent effect of corruption on, 5
surveys of, before and after, 292

Islam
corruption, view on, 6
Interfaith Declaration on Code of Ethics for Business, 312

Journalists. See also Media; Press
bribery by, 121
codes of conduct for, 313
corrupt practices by, 120
dangers to, 120, 126, 128, 299
foreign, freedoms for, 125, 127, 128

independence of, 121
intimidation of, 126
investigative journalism, 125, 128, 299
judgement of, on publication, 123
libel and anti-insult laws, 127, 128
protection of, where conflict or tension, 127
self-censorship, 124
sources of information, protection of, 126, 242, 243
training for, 127, 128
wages, adequate, 127, 128

Judicial Review. See also Administrative Law
discretionary power, of exercise of, 170, 172
fair hearing, right to, 172
grounds for,
abuse of power, 173
bias or legitimate expectation, 173
decision “lettered” where unique facts ignored, 173
disclosure, improper exercise of, 172
proportionality, 173
unreasonable decision or procedural irregularity, 172
integrity tool, as, 174
reasons for administrative action, duty to provide, 170, 171
Rule of Law, and, 170

Judiciary. See also Administration of Justice
Accountability of, 33, 63
appointment of, 65, 67, 69
assets and liabilities, declaration by judge of, 60
code of conduct for, 69, 311
complaints by, 66
criminal of, 198
corrupt practices involving the, 65, 66
criticism of judges, 69
disciplinary of, by Commission, 70
election of judges, 67
ethical principles for, 311
Executive, relationship with the, 60
immunity for, 61, 68
independence of, 60, 63, 300,
international statements of principle on, 326, 327
integrity testing, 192
lobbying of, 65n
media, to support freedom of the, 122
misconduct by, 64, 68
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 73
promotion of, 68
public statements avoided, 60
relatives as lawyers, 69
remuneration, 68
retirement age, 68
retirement posts for, 67
review of government decisions by, 70
rules of judicial conduct, enforcement of, 64
tenure, security of, 68
unfair influences on, 65
vulnerability of, 64

Law. See Civil Law; Criminal Law
corruption, laws against, 269, 300

Law Enforcement
officials,
bribery of, 15
Code of Conduct for, 326, 334

Legal Assistance
Citizens Advocacy Office,
hotline, telephone, 252
work of, 251
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TI Source Book 2000
Legal Profession
Attorney-General, lawyers responsible to, 81
corrupt practices by, 66
disciplinary measures, 66, 136
ethics, code of, by International Bar Association, 313, 327
independence of, standards for, 313, 327
Not-for-Profit Law sector, regulation of, 313
political contributions by, ban on, 48
public interest litigation, pro bono work in, 252
United Nations Principles on Role of Lawyers, 313, 327, 334

Legal System. See also Civil Law; Criminal Law
ethical standards in laws, 178
failures where reforms rely on, 22, 300
impartial, need for, 19
law to prevent and punish corruption, 269, 300

Legislature. See also Parliament
elected, as integrity pillar, 47, 58
Executive, and, separation of powers of, 48, 298
oversight of Executive, 57
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 58
public information to, on proposals by, 57

Libel. See Defamation
Loans
conditions attached to, by financial institutions, 39
international lending agencies, measures by, in procurement, 216
public officers, to, 307

Lobbyists
code of conduct for, 187
registration of, 187

Local Government
assets and income, declaration of, 117
central government, relationship with, 115
citizens, participation by, in, 115, 116
civil society, influence of, on, 117
code of conduct for officials and employees, 117, 318
conflict of interest, policies on, 199
corruption, prevention of, 115
elected officials, company posts held by, 115
Europe, reforms in Central and Eastern, 327
gifts and hospitality, register of, 118
information relating to, access to, 237
integrity system, 116
land zoning decisions, 116
meetings, public, 117, 118
negotiation, managing, 199
New York City reforms, 190, 217-218
obstacles to reform, 117
Ombudsman, subject to, 118
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 118
transparency in, 116
Victoria Falls Charter for East and Southern Africa, 327

Market Economy
abuses in, 261
cartels, 263
competition, need for, 138
development, role of, 260
poor, how protected in, 264
regulators in, 263
state, role of in, 261
transition to, 19, 262, 282

Media. See also Press
censorship, 120, 122, 125
complaints to Press Council, 123

Nepotism. See also Cronyism
developing countries, in, 177
electric officials, company posts held by, 115
corruption, prevention of, 115
disciplinary measures, 136
torture, protection against cruel treatment and, 313, 334

Meetings
public, local government, 117, 118

Money Laundering
attachment order on illegal assets, 280
bank secrecy, 155
banking centres, offshore, 155
European Union Directive on use of financial instruments, 11, 142, 159-161, 302, 323, 329
Financial Action Task Force, 156, 327
ICC Guide on prevention of, 328
“Know Your Customer”, 156
measures to prevent, 156
recovery of proceeds of corruption after, 153

Monopolies
competition policy to reduce, 260, 263
corruption, in, 138
major users of monopoly services, by group of, 134
media ownership, of, 119, 121

National Integrity System
checks and balances, system of, 26, 33
ethics policy, effective, 193
“experts”, role of external, 9
external actions, effect of, 39
goals of, 34
judicial review as integrity tool, 174
local government integrity system, and, 116
need for, 32
pledges, integrity, by politicians, 127
pills, institutional, 35
rules and practices, core, for, 37

Ombudsman
abuse and criticism of, 44
accessibility of, 90
Acts establishing, 330
adaptable to different political systems, 85
Anti-Corruption Agencies, and, 95
appointment of, 87, 330
assets, monitoring of, of public officials, 87, 316
budget for Office, 90
Code of Conduct, 93
financial management system as, 234
tje international actors, role of, 153, 164
Judiciary, 63, 73
Legislature, 47, 58
list of, 36
media, free, 119, 128
Ombudsman as, 83, 94
private sector, 137, 151
public service, in, and traditional values, 177
strategies to avoid, 199
supervisory relationship over relatives, 198, 199, 203, 204
tribalism, and, 12

OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development)
Bribery in International Business Transactions, Recommendation on (1994), 329
Bribery in International Business Transactions, Revised Recommendation on Combating (1997), 319, 329
corporate codes of conduct, survey of, 150
Foreign Public Officials, Convention on Combating Bribery of, in International Business Transactions (1997), and other instruments, 11, 142, 159-161, 302, 323, 329
Multinational Enterprises, Guidelines for (1994), 329
Procurement, Recommendation to Combat Corruption in Aid-Funded, 329
Public Service, Principles for Managing Ethics in the (1998), 316
Public Service, Recommendation on Improving Ethical Conduct in the (1998), 329

Press
See also Media
corruption, role in campaign against, 247
corruption in, 120, 121
developing countries, underfunding in, 121
discrimination between independent and state-owned, 125, 126, 128
foreign information, access to, 125
freedom of, 119, 121
judgement of editors and journalists, 123
organisations supporting, 127
freedom of expression, 122
independence of, 119, 121
integrity pillar, and, 128, 299
journalists.

Nepotism. See also Cronyism
developing countries, in, 177
electric officials, company posts held by, 115
corruption, prevention of, 115
disciplinary measures, 136
torture, protection against cruel treatment and, 313, 334

Meetings
public, local government, 117, 118

Money Laundering
attachment order on illegal assets, 280
bank secrecy, 155
banking centres, offshore, 155
European Union Directive on use of financial instruments, 11, 142, 159-161, 302, 323, 329
Financial Action Task Force, 156, 327
ICC Guide on prevention of, 328
“Know Your Customer”, 156
measures to prevent, 156
recovery of proceeds of corruption after, 153

Monopolies
competition policy to reduce, 260, 263
corruption, in, 138
major users of monopoly services, by group of, 134
media ownership, of, 119, 121

National Integrity System
checks and balances, system of, 26, 33
ethics policy, effective, 193
“experts”, role of external, 9
external actions, effect of, 39
goals of, 34
judicial review as integrity tool, 174
local government integrity system, and, 116
need for, 32
pledges, integrity, by politicians, 127
pills, institutional, 35
rules and practices, core, for, 37

Ombudsman
abuse and criticism of, 44
accessibility of, 90
Acts establishing, 330
adaptable to different political systems, 85
Anti-Corruption Agencies, and, 95
appointment of, 87, 330
assets, monitoring of, of public officials, 87, 316
budget for Office, 90
Code of Conduct, 93
financial management system as, 234
tje international actors, role of, 153, 164
Judiciary, 63, 73
Legislature, 47, 58
list of, 36
media, free, 119, 128
Ombudsman as, 83, 94
private sector, 137, 151
public service, in, and traditional values, 177
strategies to avoid, 199
supervisory relationship over relatives, 198, 199, 203, 204
tribalism, and, 12
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Commission against Corruption, relationship with Independent, 87
complaints to:
Citizen's Charter, 249
criteria for consideration of, 86
public awareness of rights, 90
conflicts of interest, 88, 93
corruption, role in tackling, 86
dangers to, 92
effectiveness, requirements for, 91
enforcement, powers of, and remedies, 91, 330
European Parliament for, 92
fees, as way of rationing access to, 24n
functions of, 84, 93, 330
funding and resources for Office of, 89
gifts and benefits to, 93
government organisations, information on quality of, by, 87
history of, 83
independence of, 84, 88
information: monitoring access to, 237
refusal of access, role where, 87, 240, 305, 306
integrity pillar, as, 94
international, appointment of, 92
International Ombudsman Institute, 90n
investigation by:
administrative systems, of, 85
allegations of, 84, 330
improper conduct, what amounts to, 85
leadership, to enforce responsibilities of, 316
local government, jurisdiction over, 118
need for, 83, 300
office, not to hold other, 88, 93
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 94
professional competence and conduct, 88, 93
prosecution, power of, 91
protection after leaving position, 89
remodelling by, 91
remedies, provided by 91
removal from office, 88, 298
support for, from public bodies, 91
suspension of, 89n
term of office, 88
Transparency International, basic principles by, 330
World Bank, Compliance Officer/Ombudsman for, 92

Parastatal Organisation
Audit of, 75

Parliament. See also Legislation
Auditor-General as officer of, 76
bills in, blocking of, 54
budget, approval of, 57
questions on, 56
Code of Conduct for African Parliaments, 313
freedom of speech, 54, 322
impeachment proceedings, 98
Internet web sites, 58, 301
legislative powers, separation of executive and, 48
Members of, accountability of, 52
assets, declaration of, 56, 315, 319, 328
bribes and gifts, 53, 322
Code of Conduct for, 314-318
corruption, role in tackling, 86
Corruption prohibiting, 196
corrupt conduct by, 16, 53
criminal activities by, 55, 58
defamation, immunity from, 54
defection by, another party, 55, 315
disclosure of interests, 314, 316, 317, 319
ethical principles, framework of, 314, 316
financial interests, code as to, 317
immunities and privileges, 54, 61, 322
“naming and shaming”, 296, 299
recall of, by, constituency, 55
Right of Reply Scheme where reference to person by, 54
travel entitlement, 314
Opposition, role of, 331
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 58
Public Accounts Committee, 57, 58, 62
role of elected, 47
select committees, powers of, 56, 58
Standing Committees, 331

Police
corruption scandals, 190
crime rates, surveys of, 288
integrity testing of officers, 190
INTERPOL and National Central Bureaux, 157
“Red Notices” for suspects, 157

Political Parties
advertising by, on Internet, 120n
civil servants, no involvement by, in, 3
defection by members of Legislature to another party, 55, 315
defect from, by extremist parties, increase in power of, 48
funding of, 50, 298
international business donations, 15, 51
private sector, by, 50
scandals in, 50, 51
transparency, need for, 51
leadership, commitment of, to ethics, 179
“lone ranger” champions against corruption, 44
monitoring of assets and liabilities of, 56
proportion of, on controls over, 49
purpose of, 49

Political Will. See also Reforms
building of, to combat corruption, 41
civil society, and, 41, 43
donors, role of outside, 44
leaders, risks to, 42
“lone ranger” champions against corruption, 44
public awareness, and, 41
timing of reforms, 46
watchdog agencies, role of, 43

Poverty
 corruption, relationship with, 2, 7

Press. See also Media
Charter for a Free Press, 125, 313
Councils, 123
free, need for, 3
freedom of expression, 122
journalists. See Journalists
libel laws, 244
naming of disgraced public officials, 247
“Pentagon Papers”, publication of, 123

Prices
competition policy and malpractices in pricing, 261
survey comparing prices charged, 291
trade mark owners, price fixing by, 266

Privacy
claims to, 189
information, freedom of, and laws on, 240

Private Sector. See also Company
“best practice”, 147
bribery, abroad, 137, 142, 295n
anti-Bribery Pacts, 144, 147
e-commerce, examples of, 140
civil society, as part of, 137
Code of Conduct by company, 143, 148
anti-Bribery Pacts, 144
competition policy, 138, 260

Competition
corporate responsibility, improved, 137
corruption, impact of, on development, 5
government, regulatory powers of, over, 169
ICC Rules on combating extortion, 147, 312
internal integrity management standard, 49
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 151
privatisation, effect of, 27
protection by, 140, 141
they protect public officers, post separation employment of, 210, 201
public sector activities in hands of, 138
private sector, relationship with, 180, 186
red flags”, corrupt employees for, 147
tendering, competitive, 140, 141
trust, loss of, and bad publicity where misconduct, 143
unethical behaviour among top management, 139

Procurement
aid-funded, combating corruption in, 329
Asian Development Bank, where loans by, 332
public, 141
accountability and integrity, 207
“Anti-Bribery Pact” or “Integrity Pact”, 215, 216
bids, 214, 216
bidding documents, 212, 214, 217
confidentiality of, 209
evaluation of, 209, 213
law on, 332
opening of, public, 213, 216
rigging, bid, 209
blacklisting of corrupt businesses, 102, 214, 216, 278, 302
checks and audits, independent, 214
Codes, national, 212
corruption, relationship with, 214
Committees awarding the contract, independence of, 219
competition, need for, 208
Constitution, provisions in South African
contract, termination of, if false information, 218
contractor-General to monitor, 308
corrupt practices in, 205, 208
cost over-runs”, 219
costs of, where corruption, 292
deflection of authority, 213
direct negotiation used, situations where, 208
electronic access to information, 213
external review of major contracts, 217
fair and efficient, principles of, 206
foreign officials, bribery of, 211, 159, 302
gifts and hospitality given to purchasing officers, 210
host country suppliers or contractors, preference for, 207
Independent Private Sector Inspector General, 218
information, public, on punishment of corrupt conduct, 214
integrity in, assessing, 220
“Integrity Pact”, 215, 216
integrity testing where international contracts, 192
International Financial Institutions (IFIs), requirements of, 207
Internet, use of, 301
Islands of Integrity, 135, 301
lending institutions, measures by international, 212, 216
media exposure of corruption, 211
monitoring a project, 291
multilateral development agencies, rules applied by, 212, 216
New York City, reforms in, 190, 217-218
“outsiders”, role of, to prevent corruption, 219
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 220
performance of contract, corrupt practices in, 207
post retirement employment, offer of, 210
prequalification requirements, 208
purchaser, corruption by, 208, 209
Purchases Supreme Authority (Jordan), 332
records of work by contractors, 218
“short list” of consultants, 207
specifications, requirements in, 208
supplier, corruption by, 208, 209
tender,
boards, 206
complaints from unsuccessful tenderers, 217
control procedures for purchasing and, 332
time limits on procedures, 219
transparency procedures, 206, 212, 332
purchasing agents, bribery of, 140
United Nations, by, 207
World Bank Guidelines on IBRD loans and IDA credits, 332

Professional Organisations
civil society, and 132, 133
disciplinary action by, 80

Prosecution. See also Evidence
co-defendant, immunity for, or pardon, 273
companies, of, 144
Director of Public Prosecutions, relationship of, with Anti-Corruption Agency, 99
discretion to prosecute, 72
limitation periods for, 270
President, of, 98
prosecutors,
appointment of, 71
guidelines for, 73
public, independence of, 72
special, or independent counsel, 73, 332
time limits for, 300

Public Awareness
corruption, issue of, 42
media, use of, 247
national integrity system, and, 36
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 258
political will, and, 41. See also Political Will
reform programme, of, 296

Public Interest Litigation
Kenya in, 251
Ukraine in, 251

Public Office Holders
accountability of, 307
appointments to, Code on, 318
assets of,
declaration of, 87, 187-189, 307, 316, 328
monitoring of, 87, 301, 328
code of conduct for, 314, 318
conflict of interest, Code on, 315
ethical environment, need for, 23
illicit enrichment, 271, 273
integrity, need for, 23
integrity testing, 190
leaders, monitoring of, 26
Leadership Code (Tanzania, Vanuatu), 317, 318
Leadership, Duties and Responsibilities of (Papua New Guinea), 316
libel laws affecting, 244
Nolan Committee (UK), principles of, 23, 318
post separation employment, 201
post separation employment, Code on, 315
requirements for, 23
retirement benefits for, 300
role of, in Queensland legislation, 184-186
survey of, 290

Public Procurement. See Procurement

Public Records. See Records

Public Service
abuse of power by, 173
accountability of, 181
activities vulnerable to corruption, 14
agencies, example of unnecessary, 270
appointments, 108
competition, need for, 200
corporate, 106, 109
accountability of, 181
abuse of power by, 173
complaints channel, 111
Commissioners, 107
Commission, function and powers of, 106
independence of, 106
Commissioners, 107
corrugations channel, 111
corrupt practices in, 14, 107
customer service, good standards of, 111
decisions, reasons why may be unlawful, 172
developing countries and transition economies, in, 172
diligence, obligation of, 184
disclosure of interests, 319
discretionary power, right to review, 172
employment conditions and human resource management, 181
ethical code, need for, 177, 178, 329
ethics management system, 176, 177
Queensland, legislation in, 183
ethical standards in. See Ethics
Ethics Counsellor’s Office, Federal, in Canada, 187
“ghosts”, payments to, 15
gifts and advantages, acceptance of, 61, 315
impartiality in serving customers, 112
information, confidential, improper use of, 201
disclosure of, 241
integrity, obligation of, 184
integrity pillar, as, 113
managers, high standards of conduct by, 180
Ministers, relationship of, with, 53, 60, 105, 107
misconduct, prevention of, 176
nepotism, 197. See also Nepotism
Office of Government Ethics, 182
organisations, re-employment by heads of departments, 27
pay, inadequacy of, 7, 9, 299
increases, advantages of, 299
performance, monitoring of, 249
performance indicators as integrity “pillar”, 113
political neutrality of, 53, 62, 105, 108
politicisation of, 107-109
“positive silence” where applications need approval, 28
post separation employment in private sector, generally, 201, 210, 211
restrictions on, 201
private sector management style for, 109
private sector, relationship with, 180, 186
professional bodies, disciplinary powers of, over members, 80
professionalism and continuity, 108, 109
public administration, values and principles governing, 105
reforms in, uncoordinated and unsystematic, 176
“report cards”, use of, 291
retirement after, 202
revenue officials, extortion by, 15
rules of conduct in India, 315
sanctions and penalties for misconduct, 181
senior officials on contract, 109
South African Constitution provisions, 105, 106, 109
State Services Commissioner, role of New Zealand, 110
surveys of, national and local, 90
time limits for decisions where none provided, 172
written directions to, by Executive, 60

Recall
access to information, and, 245, 299
management of government, 245, 246, 299
bureaucracy , streamlining, 296
corruption, issue of, 245
“country participant teams”, 239
“ghosts”, payments to, 15
“country participants”, 239
external experts, role of, 39
failure, causes of, 21
institutions, mechanisms, need for, 22
international conventions, 302
lessons learned, a progress report, 295
monitoring, need for continuous, 297
“naming and shaming”, 296, 299
obstruction of reformers, 22
performance indicators, as integrity “tool”, 246
political will for, 41
programmes, redesigning or abolishing public, 27
public awareness of, 43
public service, in, uncoordinated and unsystematic, 176
surveys can promote institutional, 290
timing of, 46
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Regulators
competition policy, role of in, 263
cross-country mergers, 267
poor, how protected by, 264

Retirement
post public sector employment, offer of, 210
senior office holders, benefits for, 300

Rule of Law
integrity “pillars”, dependent on 36, 300
economic review of administrative action, 169,
170
transition economies, in, 20
United Nations report on corruption and bribery, 335

Sport
bribery in, 140

Surveys
“Big Mac” comparison of prices, 291
Bribe Payers Index (BPI), 162
revenue officials, extortion by, 15
revenue authorities, independent, 300
laws on, 231
inspections of tax returns, 102
World Bank, by, 287, 290
value for money, 293
unreliability of, 288
results of, publication of, 288
“report cards”, use of, 291
reforms, can indicate priorities for, 290

World Bank
anti-corruption course established, 45
anti-corruption telephone “hotline”, 162
change of policies of, 11
Compliance Adviser/Ombudsmen appointed, 92, 162
Corruption and Good Governance: Policy Statement (1997), 223, 324
financial management systems, assistance in reforms to, 224, 233
Helping Countries Combat Corruption: The Role of the World Bank (1997), 324
Procurement under IBRD Loans and IDA Credits, Guidelines: (1996), 207, 332

Taxation
Fiscal Transparency, IMF Code on, 230, 324
inspection of tax returns, 102
laws on, 231
revenue authorities, independent, 300
revenue officials, extortion by, 15

Telephone Hotlines
public complaints by, 252
whistleblowers, for, 139, 149
World Bank, 162

Tenders. See Procurement

Torture
medical ethics for health personnel where detention and, 313, 334

Trade Unions
interests of, 132

Transition Economies
horizontal accountability, 33
law reform, need for, 20
National Integrity System reforms for, 34
organised crime, and, 19
problems for, 19
public service in, 175

Transparency
decision-making, of, 179
public service, in, 333

Transparency International
Anti-Bribery Pact, model law to implement, 135, 332
civil society, work with, 134
conflict of interest policy, 313
“Islands of Integrity” approach, 135
national chapters, 135, 136
Ombudsman, Basic Principles for, 330
senior officials, questionnaire for, 317
surveys,
Bribe Payers Index (BPI), 162
Corruption Perception Index (CPI), 288, 289

United Nations
Corruption and Bribery in International Commercial Transactions, Declaration Against, UNGA Resolution 51/191 (1996), 334, 335
Corruption, Convention Against, drafting of, 157
Corruption, Resolution on Action against, UNGA Resolution 51/59, (1996), 334
Crime and Public Security, Declaration on, 334
Health Personnel, particularly Physicians, in the Protection of Prisoners and Detainees against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Principles of Medical Ethics relevant to the role of (1982), 313, 334
Illicit Trafficking in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, Convention Against (1989), 158
International Co-operation Against Corruption and Bribery in International Commercial Transactions, UNGA Resolution 52/87 (1997), 335
Judiciary, Basic Principles on the Independence of the (1985), 326
Justice, Draft Universal Declaration on the Independence of, 326, 327
Law Enforcement Officials, Code of Conduct for (1979), 326, 334
Lawyers, Basic Principles on the Role of (1990), 313, 327, 334
procurement by, 207
Public Officials, Code of Conduct for (1996), 318, 335
Rule of Law: Action against Corruption and Bribery, Promotion and Maintenance of the, Report of the Secretary-General (1998), 335
Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power, Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for (1985), 334
World Food Programme, 5

Whistleblowers
disclosure,
media, to, 254, 256
wider, including police and Parliament, 256
within the organisation, 179, 255
employees, options for, 254
hotlines for reporting misconduct, 139, 149, 296
immunity from prosecution, 273
inquiries into major disasters in United Kingdom, 253
internal grievance procedure, use of, 295
protection for, 296
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